Memoirs can be found in...

A variety of formats and locations:

- Biography
- Fiction
- Nonfiction
- Print
- Large Print
- Nonprint
- CD
- Audiotape

FICTION
Stories, Essays and Memoir by Eudora Welty (FIC WEL)

Memoir from Antproof Case by Mark Helprin (FIC HEL)

Been Here and Gone by David Dalton (FIC DAL)

Another City, Not my Own... by Dominick Dunne (FIC DUN)

Destination: Morgue! by James Ellroy (MYS ELL)

Killing Rommel by Steven Pressfield (FIC PRE)

Memoirs of Elizabeth Frankenstein by Theodore Roszak (FIC ROS)
NONFICTION

MEN

~ A Long Way Gone: Memoirs of a Boy Soldier by Ishmael Beah (966.404 BEA and LP)
~ Memoirs by Harry Truman (B TRU)
~ Self-consciousness: Memoirs by John Updike (B UPD)
~ And the Sea is Never Full: Memoirs by Elie Wiesel (B WIE)
~ Master of War: the Life of Gen. George Thomas by Benson Bobrick (973.7 BOB)
~ Memoirs by Tennessee Williams (B WIL)
~ The Slaves' War: The Civil War in the Words of Former Slaves by Andrew Ward (973.7 WAR)
~ The Rabin Memoirs by Yitzhak Rabin (B RAB)
~ The Mountain of the Women: Memoirs of an Irish Troubadour by Liam Clancy (B CLA)

WOMEN

~ Leap of Faith: Memoirs of an Unexpected Life by Noor, Queen of Jordan (B NOO and LP)
~ My turn: the Memoirs of Nancy Reagan by Nancy Reagan (B REA and LP)
~ Katharine Graham's Washington (975.3 KAT)
~ Uncensored: Views and (Reviews) by Joyce Carol Oates (813.54 OAT)
~ Memoirs of a Russian Lady by Mariamna Davydoff (947.08 DAV)
~ Lois Remembers: Memoirs of the Co-founder of Al-Anon by Lois (362.292 LOI)
~ Code Name “Mary”: Memoirs of an American Woman in the Austrian Underground by Muriel Gardiner (943.6 GAR)
~ As Long as Life: the Memoirs of a Frontier Woman Doctor by Mary C. Rowland (B ROW)

NONPRINT

NONFICTION

~ Beyond Band of Brothers by Richard Winters (cd or cas 940.54 WIN)
~ Memoirs: All Rivers Run to the Sea by Elie Wiesel (cas B WIE)
~ Every Living Thing by James Herriot (cd 920 HER)
~ Teacher Man by Frank McCourt (cd 920 MCC)
~ Every Living Thing II by James Herriot (cas B HER)

FICTION

~ Memoirs of a Geisha by Arthur Golden (DVD MEM)
~ The Memoirs of Hyacinth Bucket (VC MEM)